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Abstract:- Ultrasound imaging is the most popular,
non-invasive and inexpensive diagnostic tool in clinical imaging
for treatment planning and therapy. Due to noise and artefacts
present, pre-processing of these images is difficult which leads to
poor image processing and analysis. In this paper, an improved
frost filter with kernel of cross neighbourhood is proposed for
denoising
and
performance
analysis
for
different
neighbourhood kernels is carried out using peak signal to noise
ratio and mean square error.
Keywords:Ultrasound.

intensity of the window. These filters achieve a balance
between straightforward averaging and the identity filter.
Frost filter uses an exponentially shaped filter kernel that can
vary on a point wise and adaptive basis. Gamma maximum a
posteriori (MAP) and extended versions of Lee and Frost
filter strikes a balance between averaging and the identity
filtering. All the filters are sensitive to the size and structure
of the filter window and called as edge & feature preserving
filters. Adaptive shape of filter window near edges does
improve the edge preservation of images. In this paper, an
improved frost filter with different shape kernels has been
proposed and its performance is compared in terms of
Peak-signal to noise ratio and mean absolute error. [10].

Despeckling, frost filter, speckle noise,

I. INTRODUCTION
Medical images are normally characterized by narrow
distribution of gray-levels, thus suffered from high spatial
redundancy and low contrast and further degraded by noises.
Medical images are corrupted by various noises such as
impulse noise, additive white Gaussian noise and speckle
noise. These noises occur in imaging systems, storage
devices, faulty sensors and transmission systems [1][1 a].
Various denoising methods have been proposed to restore
medical images from these noises and do perform quite
successfully, but despeckling proves difficult because of the
multiplicative nature of speckle noise. Speckle noise affects
all coherent medical imaging systems such as Ultrasound
(US) and Optical coherence tomography. Among many
medical imaging modalities, US imaging is the most
popular, non-invasive and cheap method in clinical imaging.
It finds wide application in monitoring fetus, the
cardiovascular system, gynecology, abdomen, thyroid and
[2][2a] has found increasing use in surgical and intravascular
applications as a guide for interventional procedures [3][3a].
US images are most vulnerable to speckle noise because of
coherent radiation in a medium containing many
sub-resolution scatters. Speckle noise in US image lead to
misinterpret mean image brightness, tiny high, low contrast
objects and changes in image texture. Wide variety of linear
and non linear filtering methods has been proposed for
despeckling of ultrasound images and the most familiar
filtering methods are Lee [4,5,6], Frost[7], Kuan[8] and
Gamma MAP filter[9]. Both the Lee and Kuan filters restore
a despeckled image by comprising a linear combination of
the center pixel intensity in a filter window with the average

II. FILTERING METHODS
A. Speckle Filtering
US despeckling is a pre-processing step provides
clinicians with better diagnostic and therapy. Speckle
filtering is implemented using a moving kernel over every
pixel in the image. Central pixel is replaced by the calculated
value which is derived by applying a mathematical
calculation to the neighbourhood pixel values. This kernel is
shifted along each pixel in the image till whole image is
covered. Most of the speckle reducing filters achieve
smoothing along the pixel values and reduces the presence of
speckle noise. Some of the filters tend to reduce smoothing
around edges to preserve edge details hence result in poor
speckle removal. Carrying out Smoothing in homogeneous
regions and preserving details around edges rely on
neighbourhood pixels which are taken to determine local
statistics of pixel of interest. Different neighbourhood pixels
in the region of interest lead to different mean and variance
and thus provide better speckle filtering. Frost filter is the one
which adaptively changes its filtering based on image
regions.
B. Frost filter
Frost filter is an adaptive filtering approach based on local
statistic about the target pixel. Despeckled pixel value is
estimated by the weighting co-efficient which decay from the
filter centre when high contrast regions are filtered. In
homogenous regions frost filter acts as a mean filter and at
edges filtering is inhibited completely [10]. Thus despeckling
is widely carried out by smoothing in homogeneous region
and lesser smoothing or no smoothing in regions with high
contrast pixels and edges.
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SE = strel('periodicline', P, V) creates a flat structuring
element containing 2*P+1 members. V is a two-element
vector containing integer-valued row and column offsets.
One structuring element member is located at the origin. The
other members are located at 1*V, -1*V, 2*V, -2*V, ..., P*V,
-P*V.

The filter output is determined by
(1)
where
is noisy pixel of interest in the window
kp is given by
(2)
where K, damping co-efficient, is selected such that
at homogeneous regions and results in mean filter
output and
(so large) at edges and results in less or
no despeckling or smoothing.
where

;

is the mean value of the intensity within the filter
window

SE = strel('square', W) creates a square structuring element
whose width is W pixels. W must be a nonnegative integer
scalar.

(3)
- grid coordinates of pixel s and
- grid coordinates of pixel p

III. PROPOSED METHOD
C. Simulation steps
1. Let xs be the input image where s is the pixel
coordinates (i,j)
2. Introduce speckle noise of variance ranging from 0.01
to 0.06
Noisy image xn=xs+(speckle noise with variance η)
3. Apply filter with the kernels of different neighbourhood
and the output image is given by
= cross neighbourhood kernel filter (xs)
a. Calculate local statistics of moving kernel with different
neighbourhood as given by the structuring elements.
4. Calculate PSNR and MSE between restored image and
the original image using equations 4 & 5 respectively.

Local characteristics such as mean and variance of target
pixel rely on neighbourhood pixels of pixel of interest.
Moving kernels of various shapes are used to carry out
filtering over the image region. Coefficients of these kernels
can be derived by structuring elements (SE) in MATLAB
implementation. Structuring elements such as arbitrary,
diamond, line, pair, periodic line, disk, square and rectangle
are quite common. In this paper a structuring element based
on horizontal and vertical neighbourhood, called cross
neighbourhood ke is suggested. Kernel coefficients and local
statistics are calculated based on these neighbourhood pixels.
Some of the structuring elements which give different kernel
coefficients help to remove speckle noise over the image
region are given below.

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS

A. Cross Neighbourhood structuring element

The filtering methods are evaluated and compared in
terms of Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square
error (MSE). These quantitative measures are defined [11] as

This kernel is constructed using Cross structuring element
which has all 1’s in its horizontal and vertical neighbours as
given below

(4)
(5)
where
are the pixel values of original
and restored images respectively at the location (i, j).

B. Other structuring elements
SE = strel('pair', OFFSET) creates a flat structuring
element containing two members. One member is located at
the origin. The second member's location is specified by the
vector OFFSET. OFFSET must be a two-element vector of
integers.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For simulation, breast US image of size 194 X 255 is taken.
Input image is subjected to speckle noise of variance ranging
from 0.01 to 0.06. Filtering is carried out by moving kernel of
various neighbourhood pixels which determine the local
statistics of pixel of interest. These local statistics decide
smoothing over different regions of noisy image. Structuring
elements are implemented
using MATLAB morphological
function.
For
arbitrary
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structuring element neighbourhood matrix is taken as [1 0
0;1 0 0;1 0 1]. Cross, Pair, Periodic line and square
600
structuring elements are given in section II. Diamond and
Arbitrary
500
cross
disk structuring elements use radius of 3. Size of rectangle
400
Pair
structuring element is 3 X 5.
300
Periodicline
Denoising performance of the filter with different
200
Square 3 X 3
neighbourhood statistics are analyzed using PSNR & MSE
100
and tabulated in Tab.1 & Tab.2. From the tables, it is evident
0
that the proposed neighbourhood kernel outperforms others
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
interms of PSNR & MSE. Pair structuring element based
Noise Variance
kernel gives high PSNR for noisy image with variance of
0.01. But for higher noise variances its PSNR decreases as
Fig.2 Analysis of MSE in dB for top four met
compared to the proposed method. Fig.1 and Fig.2 also
exhibits top four denoising performances. Subjective analysis
also reveals that the proposed method results in better speckle
VI. CONCLUSION
removal as compared to other methods.
Amount of filtering over homogeneous and edges of image
regions are decided by the local statistics of moving kernel.
30
These local statistics are calculated by different
Arbitrary
25
neighbourhood pixels as given above and the performance
cross
analysis clearly states that the proposed cross neighbourhood
20
Pair
based kernel outperforms other neighbourhood kernels.
15
Periodicline
10

Square 3 X 3
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FIG.1 ANALYSIS OF PSNR IN DB FOR TOP FOUR METHODS
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Tab.1 PSNR values of filtering with kernel of different
neighbourhood pixels.

TAB.2 MSE VALUES OF FILTERING WITH KERNEL OF
DIFFERENT NEIGHBOURHOOD PIXELS.
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